A systematic study of thermal silver ion exchange used for the fabrication of optical channel waveguides is reported in a single-alkali glass. The diffusion equilibrium and diffusion dynamics are experimentally studied, and the concentration-dependent diffusion coefficients are determined. The relationship between the fabrication conditions, i.e., time, temperature, and melt concentration, and the induced waveguide refractive index profile is established. It is demonstrated that the diffusion equation can be solved, without use of any free parameters, to predict the refractive index profiles of both planar and channel waveguides. A 1.6 cm diameter integrated optic ring resonator, with a propagation loss of 0.1 dB͞cm, is fabricated in a glass by thermal silver ion exchange. The induced refractive index profile is related to the optical characteristics of the functional device.
Introduction
Ion exchange is a widely used technology for the fabrication of both passive and active glass integrated optical devices. It has a number of advantages, including simplicity, low cost, and optical fiber compatibility. The first integrated optic waveguide was fabricated by ion exchange in 1972, 1 and a large number of studies and review articles on ion exchange in glass have been published in the intervening years. [2] [3] [4] [5] These studies generally fall into one of two categories: (1) those that investigate the physical chemistry of the ion exchange process 6 -11 and (2) those that model waveguide fabrication for device applications. The studies of the first kind investigate only the one-dimensional (1-D) indiffused ion concentrations and fail to connect these results with the induced refractive index profiles in channel waveguides. Studies of the second kind often invoke simplifying assumptions of questionable validity. These assumptions include any or all of the following: (a) the concentration of the indiffused ion in the glass is very low, (b) the self-diffusion coefficients are concentration independent, and (c) only a single pair of alkali species is involved in the exchange process even when the virgin glass contains multialkali species. In addition, for studies of the second kind, the diffusion coefficients are often assumed to be free parameters of the model, and these coefficients are indirectly inferred from the measured effective indices of the resulting waveguide modes. Comparisons of the diffusion coefficients obtained in this manner with those obtained by a more direct measurement are generally lacking. Finally, the quantitative modeling results that have been reported to date, which do not invoke any of these simplifying assumptions, have been performed for planar rather than the more important class of channel waveguides. 32 In this paper, these deficiencies are rectified for the thermal silver ion exchange process. In particular, in Section 2 the concentration-dependent self-diffusion and interdiffusion coefficients are directly measured in a single-alkali glass. The relationship between the induced refractive index change and the indiffused silver ion concentration is also established together with its wavelength dependence. Using this data, the Fickian diffusion equation is solved numerically in Section 3 to determine the indiffused silver ion concentration. These data are applied for the first time, to the best of our knowledge, to predict the induced refractive index profiles of both planar and channel waveguides that are fabricated under a variety of conditions. These predictions are compared with the measured profiles. The agreement is excellent for planar waveguides and reasonably good for channels. In Section 4 we relate the induced refractive index profile, produced by thermal silver ion exchange, to the optical characteristics of a functional device. A series of low-loss integrated optic ring resonators are fabricated, each of which contains a directional coupler. Using measured waveguide refractive index profiles, the crossover efficiencies of these couplers are calculated by coupled-mode theory (CMT), and the results are shown to be in excellent agreement with measurements. Finally in Section 5 our results are summarized.
Ion Exchange Modeling
We consider only ion exchange from a liquid melt in the absence of an externally applied electric field. Under such conditions, it is common to exchange sodium cations ͑Na ϩ ͒ in the glass with either silver cations ͑Ag ϩ ͒ or potassium cations ͑K ϩ ͒ from the melt, although other ions have also been investigated. [2] [3] [4] [5] In the silver ion exchange process studied here, Ag ϩ ions are introduced into the glass at an elevated temperature by a AgNO 3 :NaNO 3 molten salt bath that lies in diffusive contact with the glass surface. Na ϩ cations in the glass are replaced by Ag ϩ cations from the melt as these cations pass through lithographically patterned mask openings on the glass surface. The ion exchange process locally modifies the Ag ϩ and Na ϩ concentrations inside the glass, thus inducing local refractive index changes. The induced changes are a function of the ion exchange conditions, i.e., melt concentration, diffusion temperature, diffusion time, and the geometry of the mask openings.
Ag ϩ ion exchange has several advantages relative to K ϩ ion exchange, including lower processing temperatures, shorter exchange times, larger achievable refractive index changes, and the absence of stressinduced birefringence. 2, 36, 37 Silver ion exchange, however, requires proper glass selection to achieve a very low propagation loss and mode compatibility with standard optical fiber.
In the remainder of this section, glass selection and the ion exchange modeling procedure will be described in detail.
A. Glass Selection
Glass substrates, such as BK7 and Corning 0211, which are often used for ion exchange, generally contain more than one alkali oxide component, with Na 2 O and K 2 O being common constituents. 2 In mixedalkali glasses each of the alkali elements will simultaneously participate in the ion exchange process. In most silver ion exchange waveguide modeling papers, the effects of these nonsodium alkali glass constituents are neglected without justification. In addition, when potassium is present, it will outdiffuse into the melt-inducing stresses in the glass. These stresses, in turn, can produce microcracks on the glass surface that are readily observable under a microscope. 36 For the specific purpose of ion exchange modeling, a small batch of a single-alkali (Na 2 O) ion-exchangeable silicate glass, hereafter referred to as IEG, was melted. A compositional analysis of IEG and a commercially available ion-exchangeable glass, Schott IOG10, was obtained through an outside service. The analysis was performed using x-ray fluorescence, inductively coupled plasma, and atomic absorption spectroscopy. The results of this analysis are shown in Table 1 .
The nonbridging oxygen (NBO) content of a glass is an important factor in the selection of a substrate for silver ion exchange. It is known that the presence of NBOs causes reduction of silver ions and the subsequent formation of metallic silver clusters during silver ion exchange. 38 These metallic clusters discolor the glass and increase propagation losses in waveguide devices. The NBO content of both IEG and IOG10 were determined using x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). 39 The XPS signal consists of two Gaussian-shaped signal components centered at the respective binding energies (i.e., 532.5 and 531 eV) of the bridging oxygens (BOs) and NBOs. The number of BOs and NBOs are directly proportional to the areas under the respective Gaussian-shaped component curves. The XPS signal along with the BO and NBO Gaussian component fits for IEG are shown in Fig. 1 , and the NBO content is tabulated in Table 2 . The lower NBO content of IEG is consistent with our observations that IOG10 suffers some yellow discoloration following silver ion exchange, especially at high silver melt concentrations, whereas IEG does not (even at AgNO 3 concentrations approaching 90 mol.%).
B. Ion Exchange Equilibrium at the Melt-Glass Interface
The ion concentrations at the interface between the glass sample and the melt were investigated at equilibrium. This investigation established the relationship between the silver ion concentration in the melt and the silver ion concentration immediately inside the glass surface. Similar studies have been previously reported in a variety of glasses. 6 When the chemical reaction at the melt-glass interface reaches equilibrium, the ions are distributed between the two phases (i.e., melt and glass) in a fixed ratio as described by 6 ln ͩ m Ag m Na
where K and n are thermodynamic constants that depend on the glass composition; E is the net interaction energy that is equal to 3.5 kJ͞mol for silver nitrate-sodium nitrate salt melts 40 ; R is the gas constant; T is the absolute temperature; m Ag and m Na are the mole fractions of AgNO 3 and NaNO 3 in the melt; and c Ag and c Na are the relative concentrations of Ag and Na ions, respectively, in the glass, i.e., c Ag͑Na͒ ϭ [number of Ag (Na) atoms in the glass]͞(total number of Ag and Na atoms in the glass). Once the values of n and K are established, the silver ion concentration immediately inside the glass surface at equilibrium may be computed from knowledge of the AgNO 3 concentration in the melt. The experimental study of the melt-glass interface equilibrium for IEG was carried out by performing ion exchanges at 320°C using a AgNO 3 :NaNO 3 melt mixture whose concentration was varied over a range from 0.2 to 90 mol.% AgNO 3 . The exchange times were sufficiently long (i.e., 9 h) to ensure that a surface layer of the glass with a thickness of least several micrometers reached equilibrium with the melt. A 0.5 m thick surface layer of the glass sample was chemically removed using diluted hydrofluoric acid. The ratio of silver-to-sodium atom concentration in the etchant, c Ag ͞c Na , was determined using an atomic absorption spectrophotometer. The unknown parameters for n and K appearing in Eq. (1) were fit to this measured data, yielding values of 1.27 and 46 for n and K, respectively, as shown in Fig. 2 .
Note that even melts having low AgNO 3 concentrations can produce large relative Ag concentrations inside IEG at equilibrium. For example, Fig. 2 indicates that a 1 mol.% AgNO 3 and 99 mol.% NaNO 3 melt corresponds to c Ag ϭ 0.5 at 320°C.
Next, the silver ion concentration was related to the induced refractive index change. The surface refractive index change ⌬n surf of silver ion-exchanged IEG samples was measured at a wavelength of 658 nm using a commercial refractive near-field (RNF) profilometer. 41 The results of these measurements are plotted versus melt concentration in Fig. 3 . Combining the data shown in Figs. 2 and 3 , a linear dependence between the surface refractive index change ⌬n surf and the surface silver concentration immediately inside the glass surface c Ag ͑0͒ was established. This linear relationship is shown in Fig. 4 . Two other independent methods, energy dispersive x-ray (EDX) and backscattered electron (BSE), using a scanning electron microscope were also used to compare the normalized silver concentration profile c Ag ͑x͒͞c Ag ͑0͒ with the normalized refractive index change profile ⌬n͑x͒͞⌬n surf measured by a RNF profilometer, where x denotes the depth inside the glass surface. All three of these measurement techniques yielded consistent results as illustrated in Fig. 5 for a 9 h exchange at 320°C using a 10 mol.% silver nitrate melt.
C. Diffusion Dynamics
The kinetics of the thermal ion exchange process can be described by Fickian diffusion theory, 2-9 which states that the flux of ions crossing any plane will be proportional to the concentration gradient measured across that plane. Therefore the Ag ϩ cation concentration C Ag in the glass is determined by Fick's first law:
along with the appropriate boundary conditions. C Ag is a function of both position and time, and D , the interdiffusion coefficient, is generally concentration dependent. Invoking the assumption of local charge neutrality, the concentration of the Na ϩ cation, C Na , in the glass is given by
where C 0 is the Na concentration in the virgin glass before ion exchange. We will find it more convenient to work with the following relative concentrations:
Once D is known and the appropriate boundary conditions are specified, Eq. (2) can be solved for the relative concentration profile c Ag ͑x, y, z, t͒. In the general case, closed-form solutions are not obtainable and numerical techniques must be invoked. Note that application of Eq. (2) does not require that the diffusion process be understood at an atomic level. In fact, it is not yet possible to derive the interdiffusion coefficient from knowledge of the glass structure alone. Models for D have been derived based on thermodynamic principles, but these models have not been totally successful in predicting experimental results, as will be discussed in Subsection 2.D.
For the case of a 1-D thermal ion exchange of duration t f into a thick glass substrate from an undepleted melt, the boundary and initial conditions become
c Ag ͑x ϭ 0͒ is given by Eq. (1), and evidence indicates that the equilibrium at the glass-melt interface is quickly established during the ion exchange process. By making the change of variables
Eqs. (2) and (5) can be rewritten as
Canceling the factor of d on both sides of Eq. (7), integrating this equation from c Ag ϭ 0 (at ϭ ϱ) to c Ag ϭ c Ag Ј͑at ϭ Ј͒, and noting that dc Ag ͞d ϭ 0 at ϭ ϱ, we obtain for 0 Յ c Ag Ј Յ c Ag ͑x ϭ 0͒ provided that c Ag ͑x, t f ͒ is a monotonic function of x. Equation (9) is known as the Boltzmann-Matano relation. 42 This relation has been used extensively to recover concentrationdependent diffusion coefficients from measured concentration profiles. 32 The Boltzmann-Matano inversion relation was applied to planar waveguides fabricated by a 9 h silver ion exchange at 320°C using 10 mol.% AgNO 3 :90 mol.% NaNO 3 and 90 mol.% AgNO 3 :10 mol.% NaNO 3 salt mixtures. The 1-D refractive index profiles ⌬n͑x͒ were measured at 658 nm using a RNF profilometer, and c Ag ͑x͒ was computed from ⌬n͑x͒ using the linear relation established in Fig. 4 . D ͑c Ag ͒ was subsequently computed using Eq. (9) , and the results are displayed in Fig. 6 for c Ag lying between 0.1 and 0.5 for both melt concentrations. As to be expected, the results do not depend on the melt concentration within the accuracy of our measurements.
The Boltzmann-Matano inversion method is sensitive to the shape of the concentration profile, especially near the glass surface (i.e., x ϭ 0) where c Ag is slowly changing (hence dx͞dc Ag is very large) and near the tail of the concentration profile where c Ag is small. The measured concentration profile needs to be carefully curve fitted to reduce the effects of noisy experimental data before the BoltzmannMatano inversion procedure is numerically implemented. The Ag concentration profile was fit using a ninth-order polynomial except in the tail region where exponential fitting was performed. Care had to be taken to ensure that the transition from the polynomial to the exponential fit regions occurred smoothly. The interdiffusion coefficient was obtained for c Ag lying between 0 and 0.9. The data obtained by the Boltzmann-Matano procedure for c Ag values greater than 0.5 or less than 0.1 are not shown in Fig. 6 because the flatness of the concentration profile near the glass surface and the low Ag concentration in the tails of the profile make the inversion process quite sensitive to noisy data in these ranges.
At c Ag ϭ 0, the interdiffusion coefficient equals the silver self-diffusion coefficient, and this later value was measured and is reported in Subsection 2.D. The self-diffusion coefficient is shown in Fig. 6 and was used to extrapolate (dashed curve) the interdiffusion coefficient data obtained from the BoltzmannMatano procedure down to c Ag ϭ 0.
D. Self-Diffusion Coefficients
By invoking a number of assumptions, the functional form of the interdiffusion coefficient may be determined. 4 The chemical potential of cation species i may be written as 8
where i ͑0͒ is a concentration-independent term, V i is the volume per cation i in the glass matrix, and ␥ i is the activity of cation i. The average diffusion velocity of cation i, i , in a homogeneous and isotropic medium due to a gradient in the chemical potential is given by
where a i is a generalized mobility term. Thus the flux of cation i, J i , due to a gradient in the chemical potential becomes
where
In general, Ag Na leads to the creation of a space charge and an internal electric field, E int . Thus Eq. (12) must be modified to include a term for electricfield-induced drift as
where e is the charge on an electron, i is the mobility of cation i associated with electric-field-induced drift, and the self-diffusion coefficient is defined as
Assuming that no net current flows in the glass and that the Ag-Na exchange is a one-to-one exchange, i.e., respectively, Eqs. (14) and (16) may be combined to yield
Equations (14) and (18) can be used together with the continuity equation
to conclude
For interstitial diffusion, the self-diffusion coefficient and the electric-field-induced mobility are related by the Nernst-Einstein relationship 8 :
Ion exchange in glass, however, is not an interstitial process since it involves the exchange of ion species at fixed lattice sites. Thus Eq. (21) must be modified and the following semiempirical relationship is generally used 8, 43 :
where H i is known as the Haven ratio, which is a glass-dependent constant. The value of H i typically lies between 0.3 and 1. From the Gibbs-Duhem equation of thermodynamics, 8
Ag ϭ Na .
Combining Eqs. (17), (20), (22) , and (23) with the assumption that
we obtain dc Ag dt
where the concentration-dependent interdiffusion coefficient D is given by
Although Eq. (26) is widely quoted and used, the predictions of this equation have not always been consistent with observations. 10,44 -46 Fortunately, the accurate modeling of the silver thermal ion exchange process is not dependent on the validity of Eq. (26) since D can be obtained experimentally using the Boltzmann-Mantano inversion procedure described in Subsection 2.C.
In the limit of very low concentrations ͑i.e., c Ag Ͻ Ͻ 1 or c Na Ͻ Ͻ 1͒ of the indiffused cation (Ag or Na, respectively), ideal solution theory predicts that the bracketed thermodynamic term in Eq. (26) should be one. 8 Thus under such conditions the interdiffusion coefficient reduces to a self-diffusion coefficient, either D Ag * or D Na *. Furthermore these self-diffusion coefficients can be measured using radiotracer studies. 44 Because of the mixed alkali effect, the self-diffusion coefficients are generally strongly concentration dependent. 47 Device engineers often assume that c Ag Ϸ 0 or at the very least that the self-diffusion coefficients are concentration independent, although both of these assumptions are often untrue in practice. For example, a 1 mol.% AgNO 3 :99 mol.% NaNO 3 melt at 320°C corresponds to a normalized silver concentration c Ag ͑0͒ in IEG of approximately 50%. And as indicated in Fig. 6 , the interdiffusion coefficient of IEG varies by nearly a factor of 4 over the range 0 Յ c Ag Յ 0.5.
We have investigated the concentration dependence of the self-diffusion coefficients in IEG glass. Long-duration silver ion exchanges were performed in IEG using AgNO 3 :NaNO 3 melts of two different concentrations. By measuring the surface refractive indices at 658 nm of these ion-exchanged samples with a RNF profilometer, we were able to deduce that 35% of the Na in the virgin glass had been replaced (in a top glass layer of thickness exceeding 80 m) by Ag in the first sample and 85% in the second. A drop of radioactive tracers, drawn from liquid solutions of either Ag-108m or Na-22, was deposited on the glass surface of a virgin piece of IEG and on the surfaces of two previously exchanged pieces and allowed to dry. Each sample was then covered by a second identical piece of glass, effectively sandwiching the radioactive tracer between the pair. The radioactive tracers were thermally indiffused into the glass pair at 320°C with the durations varying from 30 min to 1 h. Layerby-layer etching of the glass using diluted hydrofluoric acid, followed by NaI well counting of the activity in the resultant etchant solution, allowed the indiffused radiotracer profiles to be measured. 10 Given the very low quantities of radiotracers used, it may be assumed that the entire quantity of radiotracer enters the glass nearly instantaneously. Under this condition, Eq. (2) may be solved in closed form for the concentration profile c i ͑x, t͒ of the indiffused radioactive tracers. The solution is a Gaussian function of depth as given by Eq. (27) : (27) where t is the diffusion duration, c 0 ͑i͒ is a constant, and i denotes either Ag or Na. Note that Eq. (27) satisfies the necessary boundary conditions:
The Gaussian dependence predicted by Eq. (27) was experimentally confirmed in IEG, and a particular result, for the case of Na-22 indiffusion, is shown in Fig. 7 . The self-diffusion coefficients D i * for both Ag-108m and Na-22 were determined for three different glass compositions (i.e., 1, 2, and 3) by fitting the experimentally measured concentration profiles to the functional form given by Eq. (27) , and the results are shown in Table 3 . These results demonstrate that the self-diffusion coefficients are concentration dependent in IEG. In particular, the Ag self-diffusion coefficient D Ag * varies by nearly a factor of 5 as the relative Ag concentration in the glass increases from 0% to 85%. Similar results have been previously reported in other glasses. 10 
E. Dispersion
The refractive index of glass is known to be wavelength dependent. The refractive index n sub of virgin IEG was measured at four different wavelengths using a commercial prism coupling instrument. The wavelength dependence of the refractive index change induced by ion exchange was also determined as described below.
The induced refractive index change is linearly proportional to the indiffused silver ion concentration as established in Figs. 4 and 5 . This linear dependence can be expressed as
where the constant of proportionality ␣ is wavelength dependent. To determine ␣͑͒, a planar waveguide was fabricated in 1 mol.%. Ag nitrate melt at 320°C for 4 h. The resulting refractive index profile was measured using a RNF profilometer operating at 658 nm, and the corresponding indiffused relative silver ion concentration c Ag ͑x͒ was computed from this data using the linear relationship given in Fig. 4 . The effective indices of the guided planar TE waveguide modes were measured at four different wavelengths, 632.8, 830, 1300, and 1550 nm, using a prism coupler. A finite-difference method (FDM) was implemented to solve Maxwell's equations for the effective indices of the TE planar waveguide modes given a refractive index profile and a specified wavelength. Using the FDM effective index solver together with the known silver ion concentration profile, an iterative search was implemented to find values of ␣ for each of the four wavelengths that produced good fits between the measured and com- Fig. 7 . Na-22 diffusion profile in IEG glass sample 3 with 85% of the Na in the virgin glass replaced by Ag. The diffusion was performed at 320°C for 60 min. puted effective indices. A typical result is shown in Fig. 8 for equal to 1550 nm. The wavelength dependencies of both the bulk refractive index and the induced index changes are shown in Fig. 9 . The measurement accuracies of both the commercial prism coupler and the commercial RNF profilometer are reported to be no better than Ϯ0.001. Thus the error bars for the dispersion of the refractive index change shown in Fig. 9 are quite large. Nonetheless, we are able to conclude that the dispersion of the refractive index change is less than 10% over the wavelength band spanning 633 to 1550 nm.
Modeling Results

A. Planar Waveguides
The accuracy of the model described in Section 2 was evaluated for planar and channel waveguides fabricated under a variety of conditions. Equation (2) was solved, using the data given in Fig. 6 , to predict the induced refractive index and͞or silver ion concentration profile.
The following boundary conditions were assumed:
c Ag ϭ c surf at x ϭ 0 for all t,
where the value of c surf , the relative Ag cation concentration at equilibrium immediately inside the glass surface, depends on the melt concentration as described in Subsection 2.B. Figure 10 shows a typical result for a planar waveguide fabricated by ion exchange using 1 mol.% AgNO 3 at 320°C for 4 h followed by a subsequent thermal anneal, with no melt present, performed for two additional hours at 320°C. The Ag concentration profile in the glass was measured by the BSE method and compared with the profiles predicted by the numerical solution of Eq. (2) obtained using the FDM. As indicated by Fig. 10 , the agreement between the measurement and theory is excellent.
As mentioned above, device engineers often assume that the interdiffusion coefficient D is concentration independent. Under such an assumption, Eq.
(2) can be solved in closed form for a planar waveguide to yield
where the function erfc͑z͒ is defined as
It is clear from Fig. 6 , however, that the interdiffusion coefficient is strongly concentration dependent for the planar waveguide studied in Fig. 10 , since c Ag varies from 0.5 at the glass surface to 0 at a depth of ϳ30 m. Thus, as expected, empirical attempts to fit Eq. (31) to the measured data (i.e., measured BSE without anneal) have been unsuccessful. The errors associated with such a fit are large, as compared with the results in Fig. 10 .
B. Channel Waveguides
Channel waveguides were fabricated using a 30 min thermal silver ion exchange through 3-7 m wide mask openings with a 1 mol.% AgNO 3 melt at 320°C. The mask consisted of 150 nm of E-beam evaporated titanium that was subsequently chemically etched to define the diffusion openings. The mask was chemically anodized in a NaNO 3 salt bath at 330°C for 1 h before the ion exchange was performed. This step was implemented to reduce the clustering of Ag ions that often occurs at the edges of the mask openings and leads to high propagation losses. The resulting twodimensional (2-D) refractive index profiles ⌬n͑x, y͒ were measured at 658 nm using the RNF profilometer (x is the depth measured from the glass surface and y is the lateral displacement measured from the center of the diffusion mask opening). Figure 11 shows the comparison of the RNF-measured ⌬n͑x, y͒ with the model predictions obtained by numerically solving Eq. (2) using the measured interdiffusion coefficient shown in Fig. 6 and the following boundary conditions:
c Ag ϭ 0 for x Ͼ 0, t ϭ 0, and all y,
where w is the width of the mask opening. The agreement between the measured profile and that predicted by the model, with no free parameters, is reasonably good. As can be seen in Fig. 11 , the largest discrepancies occur in the regions of low concentration and close to the glass surface. It is possible that these discrepancies are due to the presence of the oxidized metal mask, which may introduce an electric field generated by the electrochemical bias between the melt and the mask. 48 This field may alter the diffusion process in some small but subtle ways. It would be interesting to repeat these experiments using dielectric rather than metal masks.
Optical Device Performance
The procedure described above for studying the ion exchange process in IEG glass is, in general, applicable to other single-alkali glasses. The n and K values in the equilibrium relation, the self-diffusion and interdiffusion coefficients, and ␣͑͒ will depend, however, on the glass composition. Once these parameters are measured and the fabrication conditions specified, the model described in the previous sections can be used to determine the induced refractive index profile at a particular operating wavelength. Finally, standard techniques, such as the beam propagation method, FDM, CMT, finite-difference timedomain, etc., can be used to determine the optical characteristics of a waveguide device from knowledge of its refractive index profiles. In this section we illustrate this final optical modeling step.
A series of integrated optic ring resonators were fabricated in IOG10 by conventional photolithography and thermal silver ion exchange. 49 A 150 nm thick layer of titanium was E-beam deposited on an IOG10 glass substrate. Using standard photolithography, a pattern of diffusion openings was created in the titanium layer corresponding to a set of ring resonators. The mask was anodized at 330°C in a pure NaNO 3 melt for 1 h to mitigate the effects of Ag clustering as described earlier. Next, ion exchange was performed in a mixed melt of 0.6 mol.% AgNO 3 and 99.4 mol.% NaNO 3 at 320°C for 20 min. Following the exchange, the wafer was removed from the oven and allowed to cool to room temperature, and the individual resonator chips were diced out of the full wafer and polished.
Ideally, in terms of continuity with Sections 1-3, the ring resonators would have been fabricated in IEG substrates. Unfortunately, however, to obtain good optical quality (i.e., no bubbles and very low striae), high-silica glasses must be melted at high temperatures in large batches. The cost of melting such a large batch of glass for scientific purposes is prohibitive. Mixed-alkali glasses are common and have been developed for a host of unrelated applications; thus most waveguide devices fabricated by ion exchange have been produced in these glasses solely because they are readily available. If commercial demand was sufficiently high, as it was during the telecommunications bubble, then single-alkali glasses would be readily available too. In fact, Schott Glass Technologies did at one time develop such a glass, BGG31, that was used by IOT in Germany to make glass-integrated optical devices. 22, 23 Our IEG glass melt was of small volume, and consequently it had lower optical quality than commercially available mixed-alkali glasses like IOG10. IOG10 contains both Na 2 O and K 2 O, and therefore we made no attempt to model the ion exchange diffusion process in this mixed-alkali glass. For our immediate optical modeling purposes, however, the inability to perform this task does not present any difficulties. We have already demonstrated in Sections 1-3 that refractive index profiles can be accurately predicted based on Fickian diffusion theory in a single-alkali glass without invoking free parameters. Thus it only remains to show that device operation can be predicted accurately in a glass (composition unimportant) once the refractive index profile is known. Although this type of work is routinely reported for step-index waveguides, such as those produced using silica-on-silicon technology, similar results have not been presented for diffused waveguides with graded refractive index profiles. The lack of such results is primarily due to the difficulties inherent in accurately measuring 2-D refractive index profiles. Recently, however, RNF profilometers have become commercially available, thus making such measurements possible. In this section we demonstrate that we can accurately predict the operation of an ion-exchanged ring resonator device once the refractive index profile is known. We accomplish this task in a commercially available mixed-alkali glass, which is similar in composition to IEG. The refractive index profile, however, is directly measured using a RNF profilometer rather than computed using Fickian diffusion theory. We also note that the devices reported in this section are, to the best of our knowledge, as good as or better than (i.e., in terms of low loss-0.1 dB͞cm) anything previously reported by thermal silver ion exchange in glass. Thus these devices are of some interest in their own right.
Each resonator consisted of a ring and directional coupler(s) as illustrated in Fig. 12 for single-and dual-arm devices, respectively. In these devices, all the waveguides were observed to be single moded at operating wavelengths in the vicinity of 1550 nm. A set of single-arm resonators, identical in all respects except for the variation of center-to-center separation d between the straight waveguide and the ring, were fabricated and evaluated. The mask openings for both the straight waveguides and the 1.6 cm diameter ring were fixed at a width of 2 m.
The transmittance of a single-arm ring resonator is given by 50 T r͑ ͒ ϵ
where I in and I out are the optical powers measured at the input and output ports, respectively; ⌫ is the power insertion loss coefficient of the directional coupler; K c is the power crossover efficiency of the directional coupler; ␣ is the power propagation loss coefficient in the ring; L is the circumference of the ring; N eff is the effective index of the waveguide mode; is the operating wavelength; and is the round-trip phase change accumulated by an optical beam as it propagates once around the ring. The finesse F and dip D p of a single-arm resonator may be easily computed from Eqs. (34)-(37) to yield where ⌬ FWHM is the full width at half-maximum of the spectral transmittance dip. The spectral response of each resonator was characterized by using a narrow linewidth, externalcavity tunable diode laser source operating in the vicinity of 1550 nm. As illustrated in Fig. 13 , the laser beam was end-fired coupled into the input port of the ring resonator using a 20ϫ micro-objective lens. The fraction of incident light transmitted through to the output port was collected using a 20ϫ objective lens and measured by a photodiode detector as the laser wavelength was tuned over a small range in the vicinity of 1550 nm. From the measured spectral response, the finesse and dip could be determined, then the effective loss coefficient ␣ Ϫ ͓ln͑1 Ϫ ⌫͔͒͞L and crossover efficiency K c were derived using Eqs. (35) , (36) , (38) , and (39) . The effective losses of the resonators were originally ϳ1 dB͞cm, which is quite high.
To reduce the losses, the devices were thermally annealed at 320°C in 10 min steps. After each annealing step, the finesse and dip of the resonators were remeasured and the crossover efficiencies and effective losses were recomputed. The losses initially decreased with each additional thermal anneal step, until the confinement of the waveguide mode was sufficiently weak so that bending losses began to become significant. Table 4 gives the coupler's crossover efficiency and the effective loss following each annealing step corresponding to a directional coupler spacing of 10.5 m. Note that the device achieved its minimum loss after the sixth annealing step. Similar data were collected for the resonators with other coupler spacings. A new set of devices was fabricated; for each device, thermal annealing was halted at the previously determined step (i.e., sixth) of minimum loss. The waveguide refractive index profiles of these minimum loss devices were also measured using a RNF profilometer. Figures 14(a) and 15 show the spectral response and refractive index profile, respectively, obtained for a typical minimum loss device. The measured finesse and dip of this device were 37 and 80%, respectively, corresponding to an effective loss of 0.1 dB͞cm and a coupler crossover efficiency of 4.6%. Similar results for a dual-arm ring resonator, as shown in Fig. 14(b) , were obtained with a finesse of 40, and dip of 44%, corresponding to an effective loss of 0.1 dB͞cm and a coupler crossover efficiency of 1.7%.
Using the FDM, the mode profile of the minimum loss waveguides was computed from the measured refractive index profile. The spatial mode overlap integral between the straight waveguide mode and the identical ring waveguide mode was numerically evaluated at a sequence of closely spaced points along the coupler's length. From this data, the spatially varying coupling coefficient was determined. CMT was then used to compute the crossover efficiency K c of the directional coupler. 51 The results were found to be in excellent agreement with measured values as shown in Fig. 16 . Figure 17 shows the waveguide mode profile corresponding to Fig. 15 . Also shown in this figure is the mode profile of a standard SMF-28 optical fiber. On the basis of these two profiles, the fiber-to-waveguide insertion loss was computed to be ϳ1.5 dB based on a mode overlap integral.
Conclusions
In conclusion, we have demonstrated that the induced refractive index distribution in a channel waveguide, fabricated by thermal silver ion exchange in a single-alkali glass, can be predicted from a model based on first principles. Furthermore, the parameters used in the model can be measured directly and need not be inferred by making assumptions whose validity is questionable. Once the refractive index profile is known, we have also demonstrated that standard numerical techniques may also be used to accurately determine the optical characteristics of functional devices. The techniques described here provide a systematic methodology for the design and fabrication of glass integrated optic devices using thermal silver ion exchange.
